
TRADER INCOME



About the company
In the modern world, everyone has somehow heard about cryptocurrency. The success of 
bitcoin stirs the hearts of many people on the planet

BECAUSE EVERYONE DREAMS OF FINANCIAL INDEPENDENCE! 

In the search for income sources on the Internet, many both lost and made a fortune. There are 
a huge number of ways to earn money, as well as a huge number of scammers who 
manipulate people's feelings into giving them money.

TThe creators of Trader income bot are an administrative team that has been operating and 
maintaining a Telegram channel and chat for many years, where most of the best earning 
schemes are described. 

Over the years, many followers and students have appeared who have been able to improve 
their financial situation. 



Income on futures

One of the most popular and fairly simple ways to earn money is trading futures through 
third-party signals.   It does not require much knowledge, sufficient discipline and the ability to 
set trading signals observing risk management.  

A trading signal is a forecast regarding the near-future rate of the selected cryptocurrency. 
The more accurate the forecasts, the more stable the income.  Our group publishes all 
forecasts for free. 
We take them from the best sources + our traders create them themselves. 

FFor every person who wants to learn it, we offer absolutely for free: 

Full video tutorials, support, trader advice, and an open chat that will help 
solve any issue. 



We invite all the interested people, who have the strength and desire to learn money-making, 
to join our community.  
 
Telegram channel - https://t.me/Trader_income_International  

This trade requires constant user attention; the faster you react to the signal, the more you 
earn. 

FFor a small commission, we can set these signals for those who do not have the time or 
knowledge for this.   

There is intensive trading on the futures accounts of our traders every day. 
Futures are both risky and profitable. 

We use from 1% to 5% of the total deposit, which guarantees its safety. 



We are going to explain. For example, the deposit is $ 100,000 in total. 
Three signals are coming out.  We use 5% of the deposit for each: 

      The first signal is $5000           The second signal is $5000           The third signal is $5000

A trading signal can bring both a loss and a profit; statistics say that 75% - 80% of signals 
produce a good profit, the other ones lead to a loss.  It is not possible to forecast which 
signal will bring profit or loss 

TThe signals worked:   

       The first signal brought 80%, it's $4000
       The second signal brought 30%, $1500
       The third signal gave a loss of 70%, minus 3500 $

Total profit is $2000. We calculate $2000 from the total deposit amount of $100,000 
The total is 2%. 
 

WWe keep 15% of 2% as a commission. We send 10% to the referral system and leave 75% 
of profit to you. 

Every evening, we record all profitable and unprofitable transactions, summing up the 
results; the average percentage is calculated.  

All reports are posted on the company's channel during the day. 



Thus, if you do not have the time or desire to set the signals yourself, then we can do it 
for you for small commission.  

Investing, making a profit, and withdrawing funds is very simple. 

We have created a special Telegram bot:  
 

THE WORK SET-UP LOOKS LIKE THIS: 

1. First you need to register in the bot; for this you just need to open it, 
select the language, and click Next twice: 

AAt each step, the bot accompanies you and gives the necessary 

information. 



2. To transfer money to futures trading, you need to make your 
deposit: 

 To do this, first click the "Balance" button and select Make a deposit  

Choose a payment system.  
Enter the dollar amount in the field, press  Enter. 
 

  After that, the bot will generate a wallet for you where you will need 

to send the exact amount that you specified in the application:

Then you transfer the funds to the specified address. After the transfer, 

the funds come to our common crypto wallet.    

Please write the deposit amount in USD that you would like to
deposit without the "$" sign and press "Enter" minimum
deposit 30$:

Send 30.00 USDT to the address:
  
Once funds are transferred, they will be deposited after the
transaction receives confirmation from the cryptocurrency
network. 
The time of confirmation depends on the load of the network.
IIn case the transaction is confirmed, but is not shown on your
balance, please contact support service:
@Trader_income_support.



 The bot’s common wallet Traders’ futures
balance 

Now, it's up to us to transfer money from the crypto wallet to the 
exchange and put them into operation. 

Every day in the evening after we accrue the average percentage, 
we check all deposits and transfer them to the exchange in the 
futures balance.

After the transfer, you will find out about it, because the bot will send 
a notification:
NNow after checking your balance, you will find that $100 is in an active 
deposit. 
This means that they have already been operating on the exchange 
in the main futures wallet! 

Intensive trading takes place every working day.  
In the evening, we fix the average percentage according to the 
mentioned example and accrue it to everyone on an active deposit. 

TTHE BOT SENDS YOU A NOTIFICATION

Good day, Yakovlev!
Your balance: 0.00 USD
Your active deposit: 30.00 USD
Accrual of interest is made on the active deposit every day
between 18.00 and 22.00 of Moscow time. 
We accrue average percentage of all trades. 
FFor more details you can click on th
 «Information» button.

Good day,
Your balance: 0.00 USD
Your active deposit is 30.60 USD
Interest is accrued on the active deposit every day in the
interval from 18.00 to 22.00 Moscow time.
We charge an average percentage of all transactions.
YYou can find out more by clicking on the button.

Good day,
Your balance: 0.00 USD
Your active deposit is 30.60 USD
Interest is accrued on the active deposit every day in the
interval from 18.00 to 22.00 Moscow time.
We charge an average percentage of all transactions.
Y

Accrued 0.60 USD

Deposit for 0.60 activated



The next day, the income will come already in the amount calculated 
with the previous percentage. 
Since with successful trading, the futures balance will increase. 
 
If desired, you can supplement your Active Deposit. 
To do this, you also need to make your deposit, and in the evening, we 
will transfer it to an active deposit. 
  

You can withdraw funds at any time when it’s necessary. 
There is no deposit term here. 

 
All the money is stored on the futures balance. 

OOpen transactions can be partially closed. To avoid confusion, every 
4 hours we fix the total amount for withdrawal and reduce futures 
contracts. 

To order a withdrawal of funds, you need to select the "Withdrawal of 
funds" button 
You will need to select a payment system, specify a wallet, enter the 
amount, and click  Enter. 
TThe maximum waiting time for withdrawal is from 2 to 24 hours. In 
practice, the process is much faster

For maximum quality control, we have 24/7 support that helps solve 
any issues, including withdrawal and deposit of funds.  
 

Good day,
Your balance: 0.00 USD
Your active deposit is 30.60 USD
Interest is accrued on the active deposit every day in the
interval from 18.00 to 22.00 Moscow time.
We charge an average percentage of all transactions.
YYou can find out more by clicking on the button.



Affiliate Program

You can earn from us passively without even having your own deposit, 
inviting partners to us who will be interested in earning. 

By working out the signal, our traders earn income. 
We take 15% of the profit, 75% goes to investors and 10% of the profit 
goes to the referral system:  

BBY LEVELS: 

             Level 1: 50%                 Level 2: 30%                Level 3: 20%

The accrual of referral funds occurs every day, before the accrual of 
profit. 
In the interval from 18.00 to 22.00 Moscow time. 



The income on the 1st
line will be

$ 5, 50% of $ 10 

The income on the 2nd
line will be

$ 3, 30% of $ 10 

The income on the 3rd
line will be

$ 2, 20% of $ 10

Example: 

You invited a partner, and he invested $1000. 

After the trading day, we earned 10% = $ 100. 

10% ($10) of this profit goes to the referral system and is distributed 

between the levels: 

RReferral rewards will be accrued even without your own deposit after 

fixing the average interest in the evening.



Over the next few months, we will 
introduce the option of depositing 
and withdrawing from bank cards 
directly. 
Any user will be able to deposit or 
withdraw funds to the card.

Work is underway to reduce the 
withdrawal time.
Now the average withdrawal time is 
2-4 hours. We record all applications 
and withdraw the necessary part of 
the money and transactions.  

Continuous improvement of trading. 
New paid groups, traders, signals. 
Introduction of additional trading in 
shares of large Russian and foreign 
companies. 
WWe are working on improving trading, 
hereby improving and increasing the 
average daily percentage.

EVERY DAY, OUR TEAM IS WORKING ON IMPROVING THE BOT:  



All information on the channel is structured. We 
have presentations of different formats. 

The company's website has a lot of explanatory 
and promotional videos with an overview of the 

company.
We have tried to make our work understandable 

and accessible to every client

The company is officially registered. Daily, we 
accept new official leaders into the team; the 
managing board is formed; conferences are held 

in different cities of Russia. 

Deposit is protected by the Telegram platform. 
The Telegram bot cannot be hacked by 
third-party programs; the system is under full 

protection. 

The development of a separate mobile 
application is underway. 



Our competitive advantages are obvious: 

We give a chance to absolutely anyone to participate in trading without 

constraining or limiting him in any way!  

We do not have a deposit term. The arrangement allows any user to enter and 

withdraw the entire deposit and accruals at any time. 
 

OOur work arrangement benefits absolutely everyone. 

A simple and secure registration form allows you to invite partners in one click. 

You do not need to use a VPN, go to the site, fill out many different forms, pass 
verification, and so on and so forth.

All accounts are protected by Telegram! 

The referral program works daily and makes a profit without its own deposit.  

THIS POTENTIAL IDEA IS FAIRLY PROMISING AND HAS ALMOST NO BOUNDARIES.  



We have an open Telegram chat and an information channel where we publish 
daily reports on successful transactions, which are checked in
the public domain. 

Everything is open and transparent; anyone can see this!  
We see the future as follows:

In a year, everyone will hear about us. 
SoSomeone will learn trading from our masters and will put up the necessary signals 
from our open channel, while earning a stable income. 

Others will receive daily passive income knowing that no matter what happens in 
their lives, they always have the opportunity to withdraw the entire deposit or profit 
and transfer it to their wallet. 

You can come back at any time! And we are happy about it.  

OOur company can claim convenience, simplicity, security, openness, legality, and 
profitability. 
Over the next few years, it will help many different people gain financial 
independence.


